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Everyone loves old buildings, so much so that in North York they move them around
and collect them in pioneer villages. But our modern heritage gets no such love,
and our classic mid-century modern buildings are being hauled away to the dumps.
These buildings were built in a time of energy, optimism and originality and reflect
that spirit. Perhaps they stand as a challenge to us now in different times, and
embarrass us. But in the seventy-five years that the Architectural Conservancy of
Ontario has been fighting to save buildings, we have seen these cycles before, as
generations fall in and out of love with a particular period, and then regret their loss.
You can’t save a building if people don’t know about it, which is why North York’s
Modernist Architecture is so important, and why the ACO is so pleased to endorse it.

Lloyd Alter
President, Architectural Conservancy of Ontario
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Foreword
This document represents an updating of North York’s Modernist Architecture that
was produced by the former City of North York in July 1997. The 1997 document
acknowledged as Modernist Projects approximately 200 structures that were
constructed within the time frame of 1945 and 1981.
The 2009 update revisits the 1997 document, with new essays and an extended
consideration for North York’s Modernist stock. The document confirms that North
York contains a rich legacy of Modernist buildings that are deserving of protection,
and will assist in raising awareness and increasing public appreciation of Modernist
Architecture in North York. Re-issuing the document at this time will also serve to
continue the discussion of a strategy for designation and/or listing of North York
Modernist Architecture properties under the Ontario Heritage Act. In addition, the
document acknowledges the champions of Modernist Architecture, and hopefully will
lead to greater recognition of their work.
The release of the 2009 update of 1997’s North York’s Modernist Architecture coincides
with the North York Modernist Architecture Forum, to be held on October 27, 2009
at the North York Civic Centre. The Forum involves a panel discussion consisting
of Dave LeBlanc, Globe and Mail columnist; Leo deSorcy, Program Manager, Urban
Design, North York District, City Planning Division, City of Toronto; Kim Storey,
Principal, Brown and Storey Architects Inc.; and Lloyd Alter, President, Architectural
Conservancy of Ontario (ACO). The moderator is Matthew Blackett, Editor, Spacing
Magazine. The Forum is an initiative of the North York Community Preservation
Panel in partnership with Heritage Toronto and ERA Architects, with the support of
the City of Toronto Special Community Heritage Events Fund.
The City of North York was one of the six former municipalities in Metro Toronto,
which were amalgamated on January 1, 1998. The boundaries of the new administrative
entity covered by the North York Community Council are significantly different from
those of the former City of North York. However, this document is intended to be an
updating of the 1997 document, and so the boundaries of the former City of North
York are retained. A future more extensive revision of the document might consider
using the Community Council area, or preferably the City of Toronto as a whole.
We hope this update will be of wide interest, will stimulate further discussion, and
even more, will prompt action to protect the Modernist Architecture legacy of North
York.

Geoff Kettel, Current Chair, North York Community Preservation Panel
Edith Geduld, Former Chair, North York Community Preservation Panel





Preface
North York’s Modernist Architecture was completed during my tenure as the Director of
Urban Design for the City of North York’s Planning Department, and was adopted by
North York Council in July 1997. The inventory was assembled to raise awareness and
reinforce the significance of the Modern Movement that has profoundly influenced
architecture and planning throughout the world, Canada and North York.
North York’s Modernist Architecture is a compilation that gives recognition to projects
of the Modern Movement designed and built in North York between 1945 and 1981.
It identified a total of 200 structures and sites and classified 20 from this list for being
the most significant works.
North York Council adopted the inventory with the request that it be included in the
Inventory of Heritage Properties. As well, it stipulated that the inventory be used by
staff in reviewing development applications in order to encourage preservation and
where applicable sensitive alteration to Significant Modernist projects. Subsequently,
the inventory was used by the Culture Branch of the City of North York to incorporate
the Significant Modernist properties into the Inventory of Heritage Properties for the
City of North York.
During the course of our work, we determined the projects and buildings to be
included in the inventory through research into published material for renowned or
award winning buildings, as well as site visits and recommendations by architectural
organizations and property owners. As well, a number of architects and architectural
organizations were contacted to obtain input and gather information.
The inventory was conceived as a living document that would be updated and added
onto as additional buildings and sites are brought to the City’s attention.
Rightfully, over the past couple of decades the definition of heritage has been steadily
expanding to include significant buildings and projects of the more recent past. In her
article titled Recent Initiatives Involving Canada’s Modern Heritage in The Association
for Preservation Technology International Communiqué - Volume 29 Number 2 2000 –
architect Susan D. Bronson identified North York’s Modernist Architecture as one of the
most advanced in Canada for the recognition, commemoration and inventory work of
modern buildings at the local level.
I am proud to see that North York’s Modernist Architecture is gaining increased
recognition as a compilation that furthers the awareness of, and contributes to the body
of knowledge on, this very important time in architectural and planning history.
Moiz Behar
President, MBPD Inc.





Introduction: Why Reprint North York’s Modernist Architecture?
This City of North York document, North York’s Modernist Architecture, had
initially been produced more than a decade ago. We had two key reasons for
reprinting it. First – it was a well-executed survey of modernist buildings in
North York. Nothing more definitive has subsequently been produced and
copies were very hard to find, even though it was a valuable research tool. Our
office only had one tattered and heavily marked-up photocopy. Simply getting a
reprinting and something downloadable in a PDF format was worthwhile.
The second reason for reprinting this document was that it creates an interesting
snapshot of what was so recently valued, and allows us to see how we’ve responded
to this legacy.
The tally is in. The good news is that all of the top twenty significant modernist
projects identified in the document were added officially to the City of Toronto’s
Inventory of Heritage Properties. And of the remainder of the properties, about
180, approximately half are also included. That is the good news, although
one might wonder why all of the buildings aren’t on the City’s inventory of
significant heritage properties. But the bad news is that of the top twenty, two
have already been demolished and there is clear evidence that a number of others
have received major but not particularly well considered alterations that mar
their architectural value.
This indicates that while we are beginning to appreciate this legacy of our recent
past, there is some evidence that collectively we aren’t yet getting it. The loss of
the Bata Building and the Inn on the Park are significant losses for the City of
Toronto. It may be that the strategies for heritage preservation that might work
effectively in the downtown core, with buildings of the 19th century, are harder
to implement in the large open spaces of North York. It may be the actual fabric
or the functional plan of these modern buildings is in some ways more frail,
more prone to obsolescence, or simply less sustainable than earlier traditional
construction. But most likely it is that modern architecture still ranks low on
our register of cultural values. Should this be the case?
The loss of the Bata International office building and the Inn on the Park should
also be understood as the loss of two more buildings by two extremely talented
architects - John C. Parkin and Peter Dickinson.
What made these architects important is that they showed leadership - they
offered Torontonians a way to think about themselves and about their city and
their buildings embodied that cultural vitality.
John C. Parkin could be understood as the sophisticated, modern Canadian
of his generation. Although born in England, his parents were Canadian. He
studied architecture in Manitoba, and then later at Harvard under Gropius.



John C. Parkin’s work was refined and elegant, and had the minimalist character
that would be the hallmark of modernism. Parkin’s firm represented the best of
establishment Toronto.
Peter Dickinson, unlike Parkin, was a recently arrived Englishman, unfamiliar
with this country. Dickinson brought a brash entrepreneurial spirit to
architecture in Canada, à la Mad Men, and he produced some of Canada’s most
innovative buildings of the period before his very early death in 1961 at the age
of thirty-five.
These two architects share the same unhappy fate that many of their most
important buildings have now already been demolished.
Of the other twenty top buildings in the document they all have different stories.
Many of the houses are carefully and proudly maintained by their owners.
Sunnybrook Hospital and the Civic Garden Centre have grown substantially
with well-considered additions. Don Mills has recently reconfigured its mall.
Some alterations, like the expansion to Parkin’s Bank of Montreal building on
Lawrence, or the filling-out of Jerome Markson’s wonderful Lipa Green Building,
appear less fortunate. The alterations obscure what had made the buildings
unique and interesting. But many of the projects, like Annau’s Bedford Glen,
are simply well maintained and aging gracefully.



of the Modernist period and we have much to learn from them as we consider
our own efforts to address sprawl, urban density, equity and affordable housing.
Leo deSorcy and Helene Iardas, in their contribution to this reprinting, also
point out that building architecture in North York in this early modern period
was a combination of architecture, landscape and urban planning. We continually
forget to see, evaluate or protect the contribution of mid-twentieth landscape
architects, such as Austin Floyd or Macklin Hancock. And we forget that it
was this unique situation, where the importance of the modern landscape was so
predominant, that makes North York fundamentally a different place from the
downtown core of Toronto.
Advances are happening in heritage conservation. The City of Toronto is
considering the recognition of cultural heritage landscapes and it now has an
impressive inventory of modernist heritage buildings on the City’s Inventory
of Heritage Properties. But the task initiated by the original printing of North
York’s Modernist Architecture remains incomplete. We still need a stronger
recognition of the legacy of the recent past, a stronger appreciation of the value
that this legacy contributes to our current city, and a better understanding of the
sustained, layered richness of our urban environment.

Of the municipally owned buildings it is sad to see that the Michael Hayden
light sculpture at the Yorkdale Subway Station has never been restored, and that
Moriyama’s beautiful Civic Garden Centre Pavilion sits intact but neglected and
poorly maintained.
Of the other buildings on the larger list there are some that now seem to come
to mind as possibly more significant, more lasting than that first list of twenty.
Consider the remarkable buildings of the original York University complex – the
large imposing Ross Building or the refined Founder’s College, and the planning
of the University itself as a demonstration of mid-20th century design. Or the
continually impressive Ontario Science Centre, which may turn out to be one of
the most important pieces of site planning and architecture in the province.
And while this larger list in the document is a good start it is now clear that
there is much more in North York of interest.
Recent policy changes in addressing apartment neighbourhoods, such as the
Mayor’s Tower Renewal, has sparked more interest in the apartment towers of
the period, of which Uno Prii’s Exbury Towers are an excellent example. These
apartment neighbourhoods, many not included in the list, are also a contribution
	
Authorship with the early Parkin firm is always interesting because there was not
one, nor two, but three Parkins. John B. Parkin established the firm and later formed another
firm with his landscape architect brother, Edmond T. Parkin. John C., unrelated to the brothers,
worked with John B. from 1947 until the late 1960s and was a senior partner and partner-incharge of design for the firm.

Michael McClelland
Principal, ERA Architects Inc.
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North York Modernism
Cities are often imprinted with a particular spirit that is forged between an architectural
style and a defining stage of growth. The formative years of North York were effectively
and elegantly expressed by an international style that breathed a radically new life into
the way we inhabit our built and open spaces. This architectural imprint has happily
infused North York with those characteristics of Modernism to create its own unique
cultural infrastructure.
The most significant of these characteristics is that of space – an open-ness between
rooms, and between landscape and architecture. This linked relationship has initiated
an ongoing affair that continues in North York as a conversation between buildings
and the common ground – fields, ravines, and streets – talking about light, planes,
canopies, movement and air. North York’s Modernism is about a different kind of
infrastructure of space and approach that has provided a framework for a new city.
This document, North York’s Modernist Architecture, is an important part of a rapidly
growing appreciation of this ground-breaking era of work. Ironically, because this
modern architecture still appears ‘new’, it is not considered to be ‘heritage’, and many
beautiful buildings – and, significantly, their associated landscapes – are increasingly
coming under siege. This collection is a recognition of a true architectural heritage and
will form part of a critical mass that can enable other cities and towns throughout the
province to confidently defend this era of building in their communities as a legitimate
and valued treasure.
This collection of projects should not be viewed however as an exercise in nostalgia.
This work points to an approach that can instruct and inspire how we continue to think
about city-building – not the wholesale import of architectural pastiche superficially
applied – but an integral evolution of siting, connections and quality of life firmly
grounded in North York’s inaugural architectural imprint.
Modernism is the founding architectural expression of North York. North York’s
Modernist Architecture is not only a significant recognition of expertly realized buildings
by a generation of adventuresome clients coupled with highly skilled architects,
engineers and builders; it also documents the realization of North York as a city in its
own right and of its own time.

Kim Storey
Principal, Brown and Storey Architects Inc.
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Planning and Landscape in the North York Modernist Tradition
The tradition of modernist architecture emerged in North York in a largely rural and
urbanizing context where the landscape was significant to planning ideas and settings
for individual buildings. This contrasted with the way that the modern tradition emerged
in the City of Toronto where modernist architecture appeared through selective building
infill in a city pattern largely set in the 19th century, with small lots in an irregular grid of
streets (e.g. the Wawenesa Life Insurance Building on St Clair West or Salvation Army
Building on Albert Street). Alternatively, Toronto’s modernist architecture occurred
through comprehensive redevelopment and urban renewal involving whole city blocks
(e.g. New City Hall and the Toronto Dominion Centre). Much of the impact of these
modern buildings was from contrast in scale, materials and expression of new buildings
set against the surrounding traditional urban fabric.
North York modernist buildings followed a first generation of farm and hamlet buildings
created as part of the land division into a concession grid of streets and farm lots in
the early 19th century. In the period after 1945, the concession lots were subdivided
according to new ideas of urban neighbourhood, or became landscaped settings for
public institutions such as Sunnybrook Hospital, Canadian National Institute for the
Blind (CNIB) and Glendon Campus of York University.
In North York, individual modernist buildings can best be understood within the
cultural setting of post World War II ideas of city form including the instrumentality
of functional planning, separating land uses and introducing rational transportation
planning. The idea of the neighbourhood unit formed the basis for the creation of new
neighbourhoods that positioned central open spaces such as parks and schoolyards at
its centre. In addition, the idea that streets within neighbourhoods should not follow a
grid system and separate pedestrian routes from vehicular traffic, characterized modern
North York. The realization of these planning concepts created, at many scales and for
many land uses, districts of curved streets, cul-de-sacs and crescents within blocks that
were defined by high volume and wide arterial roads.
These ideas along with the underlying modernist belief in the importance of air and
light to individual and collective health changed the way that buildings were sited and
organized, giving North York a distinctive form. North York modernist development
placed importance on the landscape setting and the traditions of park and garden design
to the neighbourhood layout, and to individual buildings. The interpretation of the
individual buildings outlined in the 1997 document North York’s Modernist Architecture,
should be considered within this framework. Attempts to preserve and interpret these
buildings must be done with an understanding of the unique and inventive forms of
land division that occurred at that time and the importance of the landscape setting to
an individual building.
An early expression of these ideas is St. John the Divine Convalescent Hospital designed
by Mathers and Haldenby with its park landscape by Dunningtion Grubb in 1940. On
this site we see the essential landscape elements that would dominate the setting for
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public buildings in the post war period. Formal geometric gardens associated with the front
entrance are set in a larger pastoral park with specimen trees in expansive lawns bordering
onto a more rugged natural landscape along the ravine edge.
The idea of the country estate as a place for health and for public buildings was widely
accepted in North York. Sunnybrook Hospital, CNIB, the MacMillan Children’s Hospital,
and Glendon College all repurposed existing estate buildings and then constructed new
buildings on these estates.
A concentration of new institutions in park like estates occurred along Bayview Avenue, a
concession road that emerged as a centre for moneyed country living for the Toronto elite
following World War I. These institutions were defined by their landscaped setting that
embodied the landscape language of the late 19th century country estate with expansive lawns
and exotic specimen trees, curvilinear drives and pathways, preserved woodlots and ravines
with formal garden elements. Roads within these parks were curved and indirect, accentuating
the distinction of these special places from the grid pattern of the concession roads.
Within this tradition, the most ambitious and significant project of the new public building
precincts was the campus for York University. The first generation of buildings and layout was
guided by the 1963 Master Plan by UPACE, a consortium of architects and planners that
included Hideo Saskaki acting as special consultant. Four farms bordering the east bank of
the Black Creek valley (totalling 474 acres) were purchased by the province, and a master plan
at the scale of the whole concession block was created.
Entrance to York University from the surrounding concession streets, Steeles Avenue, Keele
Street and Finch Avenue was organized by 7 new gateway streets. These streets lead to an
artfully curved ring road that defines the internal campus, that was to be free of cars. The outer
campus, beyond the ring road, was for playing fields and parking lots to give the campus its
separation from the city.
The main entrance, York Boulevard from Keele Street, was most dramatic, with the rigidly
formal gateway street aimed at a huge man-made hill surrounded by a traffic circle and then
a ramp to the Ross Building with its monumental triumphal arch that opened onto the “York
Square”. This elevated paved square was to be the centre of campus life and was sited to afford
expansive westerly views across the Black Creek Valley to the Niagara Escarpment and Lake
Ontario.
The main lecture buildings and administration buildings where placed within or at the edge
of the grid of the York Square. Beyond the square and its organizing geometry, the initial
buildings of the York Campus were set as objects in a grassy park landscape. The formal
language of the 18th century park was constructed on the farmers’ fields as the setting for the
first colleges such as Atkinson College and Founder’s College.
The individual building sitting in a park landscape with a curved road is a reoccurring theme in
North York. Residential, commercial and industrial districts were composed in this manner, and
many buildings found in the modernist inventory including Janssen-Ortho Pharmaceuticals,
the Bata International building and high rises of Flemingdon Park, follow this formula.
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The Ontario Science Centre is the most significant building to engage and rethink the
landscape as part of its program. The east-west transect through the site from Don Mills
Road to the end of the buildings represents the classic Toronto landscape journey from
table land to the base of the ravine. Architect Raymond Moriyama organized a journey
from formal and geometric landscape of water gardens and landscaped parking courts
fronting onto Don Mills Road through to the great portico - a concrete metaphor for
entering a forest glade. Moriyama presents the visitor the valley and its forest through
the portico, prior to descending through the great hall and down to the valley floor. At
each stage of this journey, selective views are deliberately directed and arranged to lead the
visitor in an exploration of both science and essential North York landscape.
The final reoccurring landscape type in the modernist tradition is the courtyard garden.
Courtyards, throughout history have been designed to embody ideal landscapes. Like
the medieval courtyard gardens of Italy and France which were laid out with biblical
references to paradise, the modern courtyard gardens are enclosed outdoor rooms and are
intended to be viewed from the surrounding rooms. The first college buildings of York
University (Atkinson College and Founder’s College) used the courtyard as a centre of
student life. Many important residential buildings also used the courtyard garden to foster
community in the new subdivisions that emerged at the edge of town.
The most significant of these courtyard landscapes was at the Inn on the Park, designed
by landscape architect Austin Floyd. This courtyard, with its swimming pool and terraces,
was surrounded by glazed hallways and the major hotel rooms. The courtyard was one of
the great centres of social life in North York with frequent weddings, conferences and bar
mitzvahs. The design of the garden took its reference from the wild landscapes of northern
Canada as evocatively painted by the Group of Seven a generation earlier. Floyd used a
modern and abstract language of granite walls, tumbling junipers, masses of pines and
birches to create a familiar but exotic setting for public life in the hotel.
In North York, modernist buildings must be understood within the cultural setting of post
World War II ideas of city form including functional planning, the neighbourhood unit
and the importance of air and light to individual and collective health. These ideas gave
North York a form distinctive from Toronto, with an emphasis on the landscape setting.
Recent changes to the Ontario Heritage Act broaden the definition of cultural heritage
value to include the identification and protection of cultural heritage landscapes. This
allows us to interpret and conserve each of the individual buildings outlined in this
important document within a broader framework that recognizes the importance of the
landscapes as part of the overall heritage value.

Leo deSorcy, Program Manager, Urban Design North York District
City Planning Division, City of Toronto
Helene Iardas, Senior Urban Designer, Urban Design North York District
City Planning Division, City of Toronto
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Revisiting North York’s 20 ‘Significant Modernist Projects’
It was with great anticipation that we set out to photographically document a selection
of projects presented in the original 1997 document. We felt it was important to
include a photo-essay as part of this update, in order to find out what the buildings
have been up to in the past 12 years. The intent of our study was not to produce an
exhaustive review of all the sites listed in the original document, but to undertake a
focused look at the extant projects that had been labelled North York’s ‘Significant
Modernist Projects’.
A decade is a long time for a stock of buildings that haven’t yet been given their proper
dues, and we were anxious about what would be revealed as we approached each site.
Two buildings have famously been lost to the wrecking ball in the past 3 years, and
many others have received additions or renovations of varying degrees of sensitivity.
In preparing this update, we attempted to match the compositions of the photographs
included in the 1997 document, and they are presented here alongside the original
images for direct comparison.

Contextual plan showing the former boundaries of the City of North York within the larger GTA.

North York, developing as and when it did, contains a dense trove of Modernist
treasures by important Canadian architects; one easily visited in a single day. Over the
course of this survey, we were inspired by the sense of civic vision these works embody
- they are buildings and landscapes bred from big ideas. They are investigations and
experiments, from a very specific time and in a very specific place, with the forms of
cultural expression, emerging building technologies, approaches to urban planning
and archetypical programmatic configurations.
These buildings and landscapes project a confident grandeur and an inherent, infectious
optimism. They are buildings of vision, not simply of economy. It is our hope that
revisiting these projects may play some small role in propagating their important
legacy.
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Key-plan of the 20 significant modernist projects presented on the following pages.
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Joey Giaimo + William MacIvor
ERA Architects Inc.
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1. SUNNYBROOK HEALTH SCIENCE CENTRE _ 1945-1948

1997 NYMA image

2009 condition (adjusted image from Bing Maps, www.bing.com/maps)
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2. DON MILLS COMMUNITY _ 1952

1997 NYMA image

2009 condition (adjusted image from Google Maps, maps.google.com)
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3. BETEL RESIDENCE _ 1953

1997 NYMA image

2009 condition
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4. BANK OF MONTREAL _ 1957

1997 NYMA image

2009 condition
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5. BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA _ 1957

1997 NYMA image

2009 condition
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6. JANSSEN-ORTHO PHARMACEUTICALS _ 1955

1997 NYMA image

2009 condition
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7. 78 THE BRIDLE PATH _ 1961

1997 NYMA image

2009 condition
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8. JAPANESE CANADIAN CULTURAL CENTRE _ 1963

1997 NYMA image

2009 condition
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9. INN ON THE PARK _ 1963

10. CIVIC GARDEN CENTRE I & II _ 1964 & 1973

1997 NYMA image

1997 NYMA image

demolished in 2006

2009 condition
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11. CIVIC GARDEN CENTRE PAVILION _ 1964

12. BATA INTERNATIONAL _ 1965

1997 NYMA image

1997 NYMA image

demolished in 2007

2009 condition
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13. 35 COUNTRY LANE

1997 NYMA image

2009 condition
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14. CITADEL VILLAGE _ 1967

1997 NYMA image

2009 condition
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15. HAMILTON RESIDENCE _ 1974

1997 NYMA image

2009 condition
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16. PRINCE HOTEL _ 1975

1997 NYMA image

2009 condition
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17. BEDFORD GLEN _ 1976

1997 NYMA image

2009 condition
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18. BAYCREST TERRANCE AND WAGMAN CENTRE _ 1976

1997 NYMA image

2009 condition
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19. LIPA GREEN BUILDING _ 1981

1997 NYMA image

2009 condition
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20. YORKDALE SUBWAY STATION _ 1978

1997 NYMA image

2009 condition
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A note on the 2009 reprinting:
All content from the 1997 edition has been retained unaltered, and is presented hereafter.
Some page formatting has been adjusted to suit the new, smaller publication size, though
all cosmetic changes have been made in keeping with the perceived design intent of the
original document. The original page numbering system has also been retained, for ease of
cross-referencing between versions of the publication, though these page numbers obviously
no longer accurately correspond to the location of these pages within the larger reprinted
package. 1997 page numbers are shown italicized in an effort to avoid confusion.
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